Who: Certified Instructor Sue Wilson
What: A Touch of Spring Table Runner (3 blocks) Class
When: 2012
These comments are from a Student Survey the class attendees receive when the class
is completed.
One of the questions listed on the survey: Is there anything special that the certified
instructor did that you believe goes above and beyond what you expected from the
workshop that you would like to point out or commend them for?
“She went out of her way to give us measurements for making table runner etc. I loved the
helpers too!”
“Very good explanation and demo. She also handed out extra little goodies (needles, binder
clips, etc)”
“Sue is very knowledgeable, patient and an enthusiastic proponent of the Niemeyer process.
She gave us all of the knowledge we needed to complete the quilt, but also provided us with
contact numbers should we need to be refreshed on the process after returning home.”
“She was extremely knowledgeable in what was presented, and was also very friendly.”
“What an awesome class – Sue was great – knowledgeable, pleasant, and respectful of
participants. The helpers she brought with her were so helpful. She treated everyone with
respect and kindness. She always welcomes questions even when she had just explained
something. I would highly recommend her as a teacher.”
“I enjoyed the instructor and assistants very much.”
“I loved her show and tell at lunch time of all the different patterns.”
“The instructor was excellent. She was very patient and flexible. The helpers were great also.
They had a positive attitude at all times.”
“Good class. Thanks so much for your help.”
“She was very willing to repeat instruction as much as needed to understand. She went at a
workable pace for all students. I enjoyed all aspects of the class, the helpers were great also.”
“Sue did a great job and I enjoyed the class. She brought extra of all the tools we needed that
were not on the supply list (tape, glue pens etc). She was also aware of the size of the class and
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she had extra help and Vaughn was a great help and very well versed in the class projects. I
would take a class from Sue again for sure!!”
“She was very informative, helpful, knowledgeable, and pleasant. That goes for her assistants
also. Great class!”
“She always stuck to basic technique, but explained in different ways how to do it so you could
understand it. Individual attention really helped. I will never do regular paper piecing again. I
really liked the results I obtained from the techniques I learned. I look forward to taking
additional classes.”
“Everything was outstanding! Sue did more than one demo and did them as often as needed.
Her helpers were great too. I can’t wait to take another class with her!!”
“Sue gave us many useful tips and tricks that I can use anytime. Thank you also for the trunk
show.”
“Great class – wonderful teacher – great work space.”
“Sue was very well prepared, knowledgeable and super helpful. She always made sure you
knew every step and had extra help to be sure that everyone was happy. I have a great time. I
loved the people, made new friends, and really enjoyed learning the new technique.”
”Sue and her assistants were fabulous! The personal attention was wonderful. Sue was very
helpful in answering questions about how to complete the J. Niemeyer project using Cotton
Theory techniques. I especially appreciated Vaughn’s help and knowledge and hope she will
assist in future classes I may attend at the Quilt Foundry in Maumee, OH which is fairly close to
my home in Monroe, MI.”
“Sue is an excellent instructor! She covered every new step and assured us she was ready to do
it again if needed. She had every step with samples. I felt very confident with her instruction
and her assistants. Vaughn was so very helpful throughout the two days. We were so amazed
that she and Betty were so busy and then acted like they weren’t even tired. This was an
amazing and successful experience. I can’t wait to take another class from Sue.”
“Very organized, friendly, and lots of extra tips”
“This was the best and I have taken a lot of classes!!! I loved the personal and individual
assistance. Sue and her assistants were available every minute, even during lunch!”
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